A comprehensive mapping of 3,313 Sasquatch sighting reports that took place over the course of 92 years reveals the broad distribution of the hairy giants across the entire North American continent. The greatest concentrations of encounters can be seen in Northwestern Washington State, and in the High Sierra Mountains of Eastern California. Clustered Sasquatch sightings also dominate Northern Florida and Indiana.

An overlay graphic plots the occurrence of Sasquatch sightings over time, presenting a steady increase from the World War II Era onward, rising to a peak around 2006, and notably falling thereafter despite the dramatic rise in public awareness that followed the 2013 publication of the Sasquatch genome (Ketchum et al., 2013). Clear trends witnessed in this comprehensive dataset implicate a significant reduction in Sasquatch activity during recent years that may be related to the confluence of upcoming events in 2020.
In late 2018, a pair of hunters from the town of Cashmere, Washington had an unsettling encounter in the low, mountainous terrain to the northwest of Wenatchee, located in Chelan County. The well-prepared hunters were able to take a decent photograph of a giant male Sasquatch individual after it sneered at them and turned uphill to slowly depart the immediate area:

I recently received a telephone call from a 64-year-old Washington resident who had a Bigfoot encounter while hunting with his fiancé. ‘KG’ was bow hunting for deer on the first day of the season in 2018. He and his fiancé were in a wilderness area, not far from Cashmere, WA in Chelan County. The forest was charred as the result of a wildfire several years before, so much of the area had burnt trees and stumps. There is also new growth throughout. KG has been hunting along a specific game trail for many years.

This particular day, he noticed that the usual high number of deer and elk tracks was considerably less than previous years. Regardless of this, they setup in a blind hoping that they would be successful.

After an hour or so, KG decided that they would move on since there was no activity. It was late afternoon, so they began to walk back towards their vehicle. As they hiked back, something caught KG’s eye on the slope above him. He stopped and looked through his binoculars. At first, he thought that the dark hairy creature was a huge black bear. But it stood up and looked directly at him. He could see the face. This wasn’t a black bear.

He never imagined that he would ever look into the face of a Bigfoot, as the creature ‘sneered’ at him and turned. It slowly walked up the slope. KG grabbed his cellphone and took a photo of the back of the creature as it moved off.

The next day, KG returned to the location. He measured a small tree that had been near the Bigfoot. It was approximately 10 ft. in height. The Bigfoot was at least 8 foot in height in comparison. He later noticed a burnt pine tree that was broken off about 12 foot from the ground. A live 4 inch diameter pine had been broken off and set upon the burnt tree (photo below). KG had been sitting on his encounter for almost a year, but finally felt that it should be reported.1
The giant Sasquatch individual encountered and photographed north of Cashmere shows black skin and hair coloration with the same bristling fur across its back; highly reflective qualities seen in the famous video of a retreating giant female Sasquatch recorded by Roger Patterson at Bluff Creek, California.

While this photograph of the giant ET/human hybrid does not provide enough detail for any significant analysis to be undertaken, close proximity of the sighting to as-yet-unidentified pyramid structures indicates a potential connection. From the brief account given by the eyewitness hunter, it appears the Sasquatch was *retreating uphill and away from the direction of origin of the hunters, northward towards Swakane Canyon.*

While working in Washington State National Forests, Paul Freeman (below) experienced a series of Sasquatch encounters in the Wenatchee NF in the 1980s, near Cashmere. Freeman discovered and cast several giant footprints as well as a giant handprint that were later verified as authentic by anthropologists.23

The presence of the giant Sasquatch hybrids in the immediate vicinity of ancient Atlantean pyramid sites seen in the Wenatchee area exactly reflects that situation at yet another Atlantean pyramid complex in the Blues. In 1994, Freeman made a decent video recording in the Blue Mountains of southeastern Washington of his brief sighting of a giant female Sasquatch who appears to be holding a juvenile as she walks by.4

*The many Sasquatch encounters of Paul Freeman were clustered in distinct regions of the Pacific Northwest present the same geopositioning system displayed by Atlantean temple city complexes throughout the world.*

This extremely significant global pattern of ancient—as well as modern-day—aerial and subterranean phenomena was first identified and reported by this author in great detail in *Infraworld* (2014). A following publication entitled *‘Baal Hybrids’* (2018) reconfirmed this breakthrough, exposing the Baal consortium’s long-term mass hybridization of the human race with various ET humanoid species of giants and dwarves.

Evidence from decades of sightings reiterate unequivocal data patterns supporting the hypothesis that the Baal ET consortium presently occupies all of the Atlantean subterrann cities distributed throughout the Pacific Northwest region of North America, once known as the lands of Zu during that bygone Atlantean Era.

By accurately superimposing resonant standing wave patterns onto topography maps of Washington State, a large pyramid complex situated in Chelan County along both sides of Swakane Canyon as it flows eastward, before emptying into the Entiat River. Pyramidal sandstone structures abound in this area.
Even before recognizing resonant standing wave alignments that ran through the Wenatchee National Forest, I had previously identified that area as a search target after reviewing the pertinent case history of Sasquatch sightings there. The confluence of these two lines of inquiry, both geopositional and cryptozoological, raised my interest level and drove me to investigate the landscape for possible ancient pyramids or associated hidden tunnel entrances where the nocturnal giants secretly reside below ground.

Another highly suggestive link to the Altantean civilization appears in the name of the nearby river. The name ‘Entiat’ was given by the indigenous Yakima people, yet bears a more ancient origin as a Paleo-Sanskrit votive name. When translated according to the epigraphic decipherment of K. Schildmann, the name ‘Entiat’ is composed of 3 hieroglyphs, reading: en ti at, meaning “That: rays pervading” (above).

Before effluence into the Entiat River a few miles to the east, several massive triangular frontal façades loom above the canyon floor. The Entiat Pyramid Complex presents 6 primary temple constructions, identified here for the first time. The most perfectly formed structure in the group is surrounded on every side other geometric temple structures that have apparently been shaped from the sandstone bedrock of the area.

The Entiat pyramid complex, located along Swakane Creek in Chelan County, Washington (47.5666284°N, 120.3383146°W) is situated 6,808 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt.

Definitively reconfirming the great accuracy of the standing wave resonance maps, the Entiat pyramid complex shares the same resonant distance from the Great Pyramid as the Pyramids of Zu in Ravalli County, Montana (at 27.31% distance from the Great Pyramid).
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Geopolymer sandstone pavements
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An abundance of large sandstone walkway pavement slabs and plates have been photographed by hikers on the Swakane Canyon Wilderness Trail at successive ridgeline platforms overlooking Swakane Canyon on both sides (overleaf). *These are geopolymer sandstone tiles manufactured by Atlantean builders.*

Hyper-dimensional strangeness involving UFOs continues to occur several miles to the south of the Entiat Pyramids of Swakane Canyon, surrounding the inviting, azur waters of Lake Chelan. Unusual luminous and acoustic influences were detailed in the recent account of a teenage girl regarding a startling pair of UFO sightings that occurred at Lake Chelan, involving both her aunt and herself:

Me and my aunt were swimming in… Lake Chelan… [when] out of nowhere, I looked down and saw a blue light emerging from the water right under me. I freaked out and swam to my aunt and she saw it too. Out of nowhere, it disappeared and about two hours later, when we were [sitting] on the beach chairs, I saw the same looking [blue] light in the sky. No joke.

I shoved my aunt’s shoulder but she was already looking at it. It hurt my eyes to look at it but she was just motionless, not blinking. I finally got her attention and she told me that it sounded like it was calling her name over and over again.⁵

Various UFO sightings databases contain similar UFO accounts from the vicinity of the Entiat Pyramids. Beginning in early 2019, administrators at MUFON (The Mutual UFO Network) decided to entirely reverse course and have changed their namesake policy of opening sharing of reports concerning extraterrestrial sightings and abductions. While it is now clear there is absolutely nothing ‘mutual’ about the fraudulent policies driving this obvious government counter-intelligence scheme, the front continues business as usual.
Situated near the community of Nile, Washington, 58 miles to the south-southwest of the Entiat Pyramids, are the weathered remains of yet another ancient Atlantean pyramid city complex. Nile Creek runs into the Naches River through a flat canyon bottom overlooked by several sandstone pyramids with ascending walkways that display the unmistakable symmetries of Atlantean mountain temple façades (above).

The Naches Canyon pyramid complex, Washington (46.8357°N, 120.93542°W) are located 6,866 miles from the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt, corresponding to 27.58% of Earth’s mean circumference distance.

The most recognizable of these pyramidal mountain features is a pair of stacked pyramids, one behind the other. The smaller pyramidal structure displays a flat top that forms an ascending platform leading to the larger pyramidal face behind. The larger façade shows symmetrical curves leading to an apex walkway.
The Naches River pyramid complex is positioned just over a mile from an ancient sacred site known to Native Yakima Elder Red Elk, where transdimensional cryptids and UFO events surrounding a ‘bottomless’ stone pit were popularized by landowner Mel Waters during the late 1990s. This discovery of the Naches Canyon pyramid complex implicates the presence of a subterranean city occupied by the Baal ET syndicate.

Recent news coverage on the subject of Paleolithic human remains has highlighted the unusual and intriguing past of the Pacific Northwest US, by announcing a set of spearpoint fragments and a round hammerstone as “the earliest evidence of human occupation in North America”. This is certainly not the case, as revealed by extensive physical remains of reptilian/human hybrid groups throughout the Americas.

From sedimentary layers recently radiocarbon dated from 10,000-16,000 years in age, various lithic artifacts were excavated from the deeper strata of a sandbar named Cooper’s Ferry, situated along the lower Salmon River in Central Idaho. Most impressive are several fragmentary spear points, along with round hammer stones that bear the marks of repeated striking from use as a hammer stone long ago.

A significant facet of the recovered evidence has not been noticed or even conceived of by archeologists and students conducting excavations at the Cooper’s Ferry Late Paleo lithic site concerns the synthetic composition of the ‘hammerstone’. Microscopy and petrochemical analyses of this round basalt stone will evince the presence of fine Ti, Fe, Ni, Ag and Au particles within the stone matrix, confirming its artificial origin as Atlantean “firestone” magnetic geopolymer basalt tool (above).

Close inspection of the surfaces confirm this is not a natural, geologically-formed stone, but was cast as a magnetic basalt guasha tool for the purpose of body massage and magnetic healing under the enhanced electromagnetic conditions of the pyramid complexes of Zu, the Atlantean region of western North America.

Subsequent to the demise of the Atlantean civilization, the tool was recovered and used as a hammerstone. Cooper’s Ferry is located along a stretch of the Salmon River situated at the eastern edge of the Columbia Plateau; table lands composed largely of basalt that were deeply scarred by repeated flooding from Glacial Lake Missoula.
Atlantean cultural use of magnetic geopolymer basalt is well known from comparable pyramid complexes in Ecuador, including the Llanganates Pyramid Complex on the Zuñag River (just east of Tungurahua Volcano) and the La Maná Pyramid Complex. Magnetic geopolymer basalt and granite guasha tools recovered from the rivers near La Maná include oblate spheres that are nearly identical to the example recently excavated at Cooper’s Ferry, Idaho. Both sites date from the same Late Paleolithic timeframe.
Investigations and prospecting for magnetic basalt geopolymer artifacts by this author while living in Dayton, Washington during early 2019, led to a series of astounding discoveries on the Touchet River. Nearly the entire riverbed was composed of magnetic geopolymer basalts, leading me to the conclusion that another giant pyramid complex must be located upriver, in rugged areas of the Blue Mountains.

After several years of research on Atlantean ‘firestone’ geopolymers of the pyramids of On in Central Ecuador, my attention was immediately caught by the many smoothly polished and extremely hard river stones of the Touchet River in Washington State. I quickly found several beautiful basalt and quartzite artifacts that I could readily recognize as geopolymer pavement tiles that showed identical geometric features to those from Central Ecuador. Their smooth surfaces suggested they had been well tumbled.

Of course, I immediately tested this hypothesis after buying a strong neodymium magnet for applying to the Touchet River basalt samples. Sure enough, every stone selected from the riverbed displays strong ferromagnetic properties, confirmed by microscopy as resulting from the presence of finely ground metal particles distributed evenly throughout the basalt matrix.

Before venturing upriver into the Blue Mountains to seek out the source of these synthetic basalt pyramid pavements, I reviewed the extensive geological evidence of the destructive forces of the Glacial Lake Missoula floods that raked the landscapes of the area dozens of times from 17,000-11,000bp.

A regional floodwaters map reveals the broad path of glacial meltwaters from Lake Missoula during the Late Paleolithic Period (above). Immense glacial formations covering most of present-day Canada and Alaska retreated over the course of several thousand years before the downfall of the Atlantean civilization.
Severe damage to the original pyramid façades of this Atlantean temple complex has left very little of the flat façades that once stood out from the natural landscape. However, the landscapes of the Touchet River Valley, along both the Robinson and the Wolf Forks of the Touchet in addition to the primary North Fork, display clear geometric shaping that belies the work of human hands in the ancient past.

This large area of structured mountainsides has been identified as the work of the Parantha people, whose descendants have retained land rights at their sacred ancestral sites identified here, for the first time, as the Hupa and Karuk Pyramid Complexes of Northern California.

To emphasize this vital connection with the living descendants of the Parantha pyramid builders, the pyramids of the Touchet River Valley in the Blue mountains of southeastern Washington have been named: the Parantha Pyramid Complex (overleaf, opposite, above).

The northernmost extension of this huge sacred temple/city complex presents a series of adjacent triangular façades with apex walkways extending back along parallel or curving ridgelines to the central plateau above. Formation of these features was accomplished by surface mining of the basalt bedrock.
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While nearly 13,000 years of soil accumulation from thick coniferous forests have blanketed subsurface features of the Parantha Pyramid Complex, many road-cuts along the forks of the Touchet River have exposed significant sections of artificial stonework (overleaf).

Deeply excavated road-cuts near the Lewis Creek confluence present several rock faces composed of high-quality magnetic geopolymer basalt that display a dark brown coloration, and was cast with geometric seam-work. This thick foundation layer of synthetic basalt sits above the entirely natural, volcanic basalt bedrock riddled with air pockets that possesses a more reddish coloration.

Long road-cuts traversing steep inclines and low cliffs seen along Jim Creek Road are littered with many well-preserved examples of magnetic geopolymer basalt foundation blocks and smaller paving stones, some of which display perfectly parallel planar faces that meet at regular 90° angles (above, opposite).

Their cast geometric forms and magnetic quality, conferred by the high content of finely ground particulate metals, confirm the artificial origin of these blocks as components of Atlantean pyramids that exactly match the unnatural features of stonework from the South American Andes and other related sites from various regions of the world.

At all of these ancient sacred city sites constructed by the Atlantean civilization using synthetic stonework, identical casting patterns were used to produce megalithic foundation blocks of the pyramids and overlaying walkway pavements that contained a higher content of powdered metals for generating intense EM fields on all contact surfaces and within the temple chambers for barefoot practitioners of biophotonic qi healing.
Earthenware jar fragments
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These highly advanced synthetic stone manufacturing techniques were developed by the great Atlantean civilization for refaçading entire mountainsides in geometric forms with exotic semiconductor materials that enhance the mountains’ natural transduction of localized EM fields transduced from cosmic and planetary infrasound standing wave resonance.

Referred to as Atlantean ‘firestone’, these highly specialized geopolymer blends were carefully mixed and poured as we pour concrete or cement today. While large-scale construction projects are accomplished today using modern metal cement mixers, Atlantean construction methods utilized large ceramic jars that possessed the same exotic semiconductor composition of powdered metals used in the synthetic stone.

Fragmentary remains of many such massive geopolymer mixing jars have been recovered from various Atlantean pyramid complexes identified thus far. Fragments of dozens of megaceramic earthenware jars incised with Paleo-Sanskrit hieroglyphic texts were recovered at Ohum temple sites in Central Ecuador, Southern Peru and in Eastern Europe. *Dating tests were not done on jar fragments from Ravne Tunnel 3 at the Visoko Pyramids of Bosnia in 2018, but were instead hidden away and dismissed as Roman (opposite).*

The Parantha Pyramid Complex, Washington (46.192882°N, 117.83371°W) is located 6,842 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt. This resonant interval comprises 27.49% of Earth’s mean circumference, enabling efficient infrasound reception. A related Atlantean pyramid complex near Kamiah, Idaho (46.21072°N, 116.07655°W) is situated at the same latitude as the Parantha Pyramids, reflecting the 27.3% resonant distance shared by the Zu Pyramids of Montana and the Entiat Pyramids of Washington.

Serendipitous timing of the discovery of these magnificent Atlantean Pyramid complexes of the Pacific Northwest US—in late 2019—perfectly coincides with the imminent arrival of the Galactic Superwave, a beneficial influence that was well known to Atlantean astrophysicists.

These many major discoveries solidify the foundation of knowledge enabling reception of significant physiological and genetic benefits that Atlantean astrophysicists associated with the oncoming Betelgeuse supernova and resulting *activation of the global psychoacoustic pyramid network on April 22, 2020.*
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